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Differential equations defined on Riemannian manifolds are considered and sufficient 
conditions of a Liapunov type are given for each trajectory to converge to one of the 
equilibrium points. The arguments use, in addition to the usual assumptions of Liapunov 
theory, an assumption on the periods of a closed one-form. In a certain context, this 
topological condition is actually suggested by energy considerations similar to those which 
motivate much of Liapunov theory. These methods are used to investigate a class of feedback 
systems defined on flat Riemannian spaces. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There are many situations in which Liapunov theory can be used to show 
that all trajectories associated with an ordinary differential equation 
approach an equilibrium point when there is but one equilibrium point. With 
the exception of gradient vector fields on compact manifolds, it is usually 
much more difficult to establish convergence when there are multiple 
equilibrium points. Because this situation arises in some important 
applications, notably the swing equations associated with electrical power 
systems, we develop here a version of Liapunov theory which is effective in 
treating this class of problems. Specifically, Theorem 1 gives a reasonably 
general and testable criterion for convergence which is based on a 
combination of topological and analytical methods. In Sections 3 and 4 we 
use the same ideas to formulate results of a more specialized nature, 
involving differential equations on flat Riemannian spaces and vector 
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bundles over such spaces. The latter setting seems to be a natural one in 
which to imbed the applications we have in mind. 
LaSalle’s use [ I] of the properties of the positive invariant set in 
sharpening classical results of Liapunov is well known and has given rise to 
a succession of invariance principles. Our Theorem 1 continues in this same 
vein, making use of the positive limiting set in a crucial way. 
2. VECTOR FIELDS ON RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS 
Let A4 be a manifold with a Riemannian metric (ds)* = JJ g, dxi dxj. The 
metric gives a natural pairing between vector fields and one-forms, the 
gradient vector fields being associated with exact one-forms. We say that a 
vector field does have equilibria the solutions need not approach them. The 
gradient vector field associated with the C’ potential in If?‘, 
then by using 4 as a Liapunov function one sees easily that every trajectory 
approaches an equilibrium point as t goes to infinity. If A4 is not compact 
then gradient vector fields need not have equilibria and even if a gradient 
vector field does have equilibria the solutions need not approach them. The 
gradient vector field associated with the C’ potential in IR’, 
4(x, Y) = x, lYl<27b 
=xcosy, IYI > 2% 
provides a simple example. 
Of course, similar remarks apply to closed vector fields on compact 
manifolds. By passing to the simply connected covering manifold a closed 
vector field becomes a gradient vector field but compactness may be lost in 
the process. From the point of view of establishing conditions under which 
all trajectories approach an equilibrium point, it might appear that closed 
vector fields on compact manifolds and gradient vector fields on noncompact 
manifolds present similar difficulties; however, it turns out that there are 
definite advantages in working directly with closed vector fields. This comes 
about primarily through the use of the periods of the dual closed one-form to 
measure its proximity to a gradient vector field. It is well known from the 
work of Smale that vector fields on compact manifolds which are close to 
gradient vector fields have many attractive properties; our results are vaguely 
analogous. 
The following additional notation is needed in the statement and proof of 
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Theorem 1. Let n,(M) denote the fundamental group of M. If y E rr ,(M) then 
[r] denotes the equivalence class in n,(M) which contains y. If Wi and oi are 
one-forms on M then (Oi, wj) denotes their inner product and 11011 = 
((w, w))“*. Of course, w  and its dual F have the same norm. We use d(x, y) 
to denote the (Riemannian) distance from x to y. 
THEOREM 1. Let F be a vector-field on a Riemannian manifold M and 
let w be the one-form dual to F. Suppose that N is compact and that F leaves 
N c M positively invariant. If w = co1 + w2 + w3 is a decomposition of w 
such that CO, is exact and w2 is closed then all solutions off = F(x) which 
enter N approach an equilibrium point, provided that 
(i) (w, + w2, w) is nonnegative and not identically zero along any 
nonconstant trajectory, 
(ii) infy,,,, lr((w, + w2, w)/]]w]]) ds >, E + lYw2 for some E > 0 and all 
noncontractable closed curves y. 
Proof Let d(x) = JG, w, for some fixed x0. Along trajectories we have 




I w2 T  rIx(r),x(t)l 
> inf 
i 
b, +m*,w) ds- . 
Y~Plx(r),x(r)l y IIWII J 023 rIx(r).x(r)l 
where P[x(z), x(t)] denotes the set of all smooth paths from x(t) to x(t) and 
T[x(s), x(t)] is the trajectory from x(r) to x(t). 
There is a positive number a such that for every x0 E N the set 
{x ] d(x,, x) < a} is contractable. Let k be an upper bound on I] wr + w2 I] + 
]] w2]( on N and let b(e) be the smaller of a and c/k. Associated with a 
trajectory starting in N there is a positive limiting set Q+ which is compact 
and invariant. Let p be a point in R+ and let x(.) denote the trajectory 
starting at p. There is a sequence of times t,, t2,..., growing without bound 
such that x(tJ converges to p. Thus, we have, from the above inequalities, 
2 inf I 
(WI + w29.4 
IIWII 
ds - 
YEPIP,x(ti)l I w2. TIP.X(I/)I 
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Given th E of (ii) there exists i such that d(x(t,),p) < b(s) and hence we can 
construct a closed curve using the trajectory from p to x(ti) and a nontra- 
jectory segment of length at most b(s). Denote this closed curve by y. Then 
an obvious estimate gives 
0 > inf 
I 
. @,+%4ds- 1 
FIXI j! II~II 
co2 - b(e) . k. 
‘Y 
But b(c)k < E so if y is not contractable this is a contradiction of (ii). 
The alternative is that for each p in the positive limiting set the closed 
curve constructed above is contractable. Given p E Bf define a function I// 
on the trajectory through p by 
Since a trajectory through p winds densely through the positive limiting set 
this defines II/ on a dense subset of Q +. We claim that I,V can actually be 
extended by continuity to a function on all of Qt. To see this notice that if 
x(t) and x(r) are two points on the trajectory through p such that 
d(x(t), x(r)) < b(s) then 
I v@(t)) - v(x(t))l = j WI +w2 
TIx(r).x(r)l 
< . (0, + ~2) + 4x(t), 4~)) . k J V 
= kd(x(Q x(r)), 
where y denotes the contractable curve constructed above. This establishes 
the continuity of v on Q’. Using hypothesis (i) now we see that we have a 
function on Qt whose derivative is nonnegative and not identically zero 
along any nonconstant trajectory. LaSalle’s theorem [ 1 ] allows us to 
conclude that all trajectories approach an equilibrium point. 
Of course, the application of Theorem 1 is simplified if the vector field F 
is closed. In that case condition (i) is satisfied automatically and we have the 
following simpler statement, whose proof is immediate. 
COROLLARY. Let F be a closed vectorfield on a Riemannian manifold M 
and let co be the dual one-form. Suppose that N is compact and that F leaves 
N c M invariant. Then all solutions of i = F(x) that enter N approach an 
equilibrium point iffor some E > 0 and all noncontractable closed curves y 
we have 
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We remark that the well-known theory of W. D. V. Hodge concerns the 
splitting of p-forms on a Riemannian manifold into three pieces, one of 
which is exact, one of which is harmonic (which implies closed) and one of 
which is coexact. This theory applied to the one-forms of interest here 
provides a splitting of the type used in Theorem 1. 
3. SECOND ORDER SYSTEMS ON FLAT RIEMANNIAN SPACES 
In this section and the one which follows we restrict ourselves to situations 
in which the underlying manifold A4 has a special structure. There are many 
ways to approach the situation we want to deal with but in terms of 
applications perhaps the following description is the easiest to motivate. 
Consider a second order equation 
if + Mi +f(x) = 0; x(t) E IR”, 
and suppose that f and M have a certain “periodicity” which is expressible 
as 
pif(x) =fCPix + Pi), 
P,M = MP, 
with Pi nonsingular. If we define the product of two pairs (P, ,pl), (P2,p2) as 
(P, P,, P, p2 + p,) then it is recognized at once that the set of all pairs which 
satisfy these conditions form a subgroup of the affine group acting on F?“. 
We want to associate with IR” its standard inner product and restrict the Pi 
to be orthogonal. Let us assume further that the group r = ((Pi,pi)} acts 
freely on IR” (that is, Pix + pi = x +-Pi = I, pi = 0) and properly discon- 
tinuously (that is, {P,x +pi}fYl has no condensation point if no (P,,p,) is 
repeated). 
Under these assumptions the equivalence relation 
x-yox=piy+pi for some (P,,p,) E r 
gives the structure of a flat Riemannian space to the equivalence classes. We 
denote this space by IR”/T. The differential equation in question can be 
looked at in two ways, either as defining a vector field on the tangent bundle 
or IR” or else as defining a vector field on the tangent bundle of iR”/T. Since 
any compact flat Riemannian space admits the n-torus as a covering space, 
the toroidal case is of special importance as well as being easy to describe. 
Stated differently, if we assume that iR”/r is compact we can find n linearly 
independent vectors r1 ,..., <, such that f(x + &) =f(x). The following 
theorem deals with this situation under the assumption that (f(x), dx) is 
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closed. There is a corresponding result which applies to the case where 
i‘-e) d > x , x is not assumed to be closed (cf. Theorem 1) but we do not give it 
THEOREM 2. Let x(t) be an n-vector and consider 
d-i-Mi+f(x)=O 
subject to the condition f (x + ~$1 = f(x) for a linear~ i~de~ndenf set 
{<, , tl, ,..., l,, ] and ,u,I > M = M’ 2 ,aI > 0. Suppose that for some positive 
constant /? we have 
2M-P $4-‘+M-‘g 
Then ~~f~~x is symmetric and iffor all ~o~co~tra~tab~e y and some E > 0 




it follows that all trajectories approach an equilibrium point as t goes to 
i~nity. 
Proof. We think of the differential equation as being defined on the 
tangent bundle of the n-torus. Clearly IIf 11 is bounded from above and since 
M is positive definite all trajectories eventually enter a set of the form 
// PII < k. Since af/fax is symmetric {f(x), dx) is a closed one-form and 
because it is defined on F’ z R”/Z” it follows that there exists a constant n- 
vector a such that (f(x) - a, dx) is exact. We define #, analogous to the # 
appearing in the proof of Theorem 1, as 
$(i, x) = $(i, i) + (1 + P) j; (f(x) - a, dx) + P{$ M- ‘f(x)). 
A computation shows that 
#(i(t), x(t)) - q@(O), x(0)) = I,; - (-2, Mi) - (1 t P>(a, 4 + P(& R(x)-+ 
- B{A M- !f> dt, 
where R(x) = f((af/ax) M-’ + M-‘(af/lax)). In order to insure that 4 is 
decreasing around “nearly closed” paths (cf. the proof of Theorem 1) we 
need to show that around noncontractable paths 
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Using the estimates (x, M - /3R(x)x) ) 1(x)(x, a), (f, M-‘f) > P,, Ilfll’ and, 
for a and b positive, (a/lx I) + b Ii I>, 2 fi a , we see that the inequality of the 
hypothesis suffices to show that there can be ,no closed or nearly closed 
trajectories. The remainder of the proof is the same as that of Theorem 1 and 
is omitted. 
We remark that if (f(x), dx) is exact then the function 
vx> = j; (f(x), dx) 
thought of as a function on R” is necessarily bounded from above and from 
below. The Liapunov function f(x, x) + V(x) has a derivative -(x, Mx) and 
since 4(x,x) + V(x) is bounded from below we see that all trajectories 
approach a constant. A very significant feature of Theorem 2 is that it puts 
the hypothesis on the periods of (f(x), dx) which, as this remark shows, are 
what stand in the way of V(x) being bounded from below on I?‘. 
Even when we specialize Theorem 2 to the scalar case we get a result 
which is of interest. Notice that in the corollary below we make no 
assumptions on the number of zeros off(x) although our hypothesis implies 
that there are at least two. 
COROLLARY. Consider the scalar second order equation 
x + pi +f(x) = 0; P > 0, 
with f(x + 1) =1(x). If f or some p > 0, p - pf’ ) 0 then all solutions 
approach a constant provided that 
2j-; dmIfldx> (1 +PP) /jl:/(x)dx~ 
(the absolute value appears here on the. right-hand side and not in the 
theorem because we can now restrict y to one particular path). 
The scalar second order equation of this corollary provides a setting for 
the interpretation of what the conditions on the periods might mean. 
Consider, for example, 
Z+px+sinx+a=O; -X<X<Z 
This could describe an ordinary pendulum with a steady applied torque. In 
this case the size of the period measures the amount of energy supplied by 
the torque when x increases by 2n. Of course, this energy must be offset by 
the dissipation over one period if the system is to come to equilibrium. This 
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competition between the damping and the energy injection via the non- 
exactness is what our results quantify. Additional applications of results of 
this type together with examples can be found in the work of Noldus [2]. 
4. FEEDBACK SYSTEMS ON FLAT RIEMANNIAN SPACES 
The results of the previous section can be put in the following more 
general framework. Consider systems of equations of the form 
i = Ax + Bf(Cx), 
where x belongs to R” with its usual inner product. Suppose that 
x k-i Nix + ni for i = 1,2,... is a group r of euclidean transformations such 
that this equation can be regarded as being defined on R”/T. This is a 
generalization of the situation treated in the previous section and we want to 
investigate what can be done in this setting. To begin with we ignore the 
inner product structure and work with the group of affine transformations 
Af(*>* Let ry= {(pi,Pi>} b e a subgroup of Q(p) which acts freely and 
properly discontinuously on R p. We say that a standard linear system 
(UE IRm, XE lR”,yE W) 
i=Ax+Bu; y = cx, 
can be reduced to a system with output space R”/r, provided there exists a 
group ((Mi, 0)} c Af(m) and a group (@Vi, nJ} c Af(n) together with two 
group homomorphisms #X: r,, + Af(n) and #U: r, --f AS(m) such that if 
then 
PiCX +pi = C(Nix + ni> 
and 
N; ‘(A(N,x + ni) + BM,u) = Ax + Bu. 
In the theory of linear system one calls the triple (A, B, C) which appears 
above minimal if dim span(B; AB,..., A”-‘B) = n and Ker Cn 
Ker CA n -. . n Ker CA” = 0. It is known that in a certain sense nothing is 
lost by restricting attention to minimal triples. The rational function 
C(ls - A)-‘B is called the transfer function of (A, B, C). 
A little thought will convince the reader that the property of being 
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reducible relative to Z,, does not depend on the choice of basis for R” and 
hence must be a property of C(Zs - A)-‘B alone since this captures all the 
basis free properties of (A, B, C). The following theorem asserts this and 
more. 
LEMMA 1. Given Z, = {(Pi, pi)} c Af (m) which acts freely and properly 
discontinuously, a minimal realization of a transfer function G(s) is reducible 
to a system with output space R”/Z, tf and only tf for u = 0 there exist 
equilibrium states such that y =pi and for each element (Pi,pi) E Z, one can 
find Mi such that 
PiG(s) = G(s) Mi. 
Proof. If a realization can be reduced to a system with output space 
Rm/Zy then P,C = CN, with N,A = AN, and N,B = BM,. From this we see 
that 
P,C(Zs-A)-‘B=CNi(Zs-A))‘B 
= C(Zs -A)-’ N,B 
= C(Zs -A)-’ BM,. 
Also, pi = Cn, and Ani = 0; thus, for x = ni we have pi = y = Cni and this is 
a state in which i = 0 for u = 0. 
In showing sufficiency, the state space isomorphism theorem does most of 
the work. If we can find for each Pi an Mi such that P,G(s) = G(s) Mi, then 
by the state space isomorphism theorem one knows there exists exactly one 
N, such that (A, B, P,C) and (A, BM,, C) are related by 
N,AN;’ = A; N, B = BM, ; P,CN;’ = C. 
This defines Ni and the uniqueness insures that #X: (P,,p,) t--+ Ni is a group 
homomorphism. As for the translation terms, ifp, are equilibrium states then 
there exists n, E Ker A such that pi = Cni. By virtue of observability 
Ker Cn Ker A = {0} and thus there is a unique ni E Ker A such that 
pi = Cn,. This th en completes the definition of the map #X: { (Pi,pi)} H 
{(Ni, nil}. 
By way of example, consider a scalar-input/scalar-output system. If g(s) 
has a pole at zero then there are equilibrium states ~0, otherwise {Pi,pi} is 
trivial. Given any pair (a,P) we can form the subgroup of the affine group 
which is generated by 
If a is real this group will act freely and properly discontinuously if and only 
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if (a] = 1 and p # 0. In this case the entire group r, is, after a possible 
resealing, a = f 1, p = 0, * 1, *2 ,... . In Brockett [3] and Hermann [4] the 
reader will find more material on flat linear systems. 
The next lemma applies to a situation calling for a choice of inner 
product. From now on we assume that m =p and that Pi = Mi = P; I. This 
has the effect of restricting ‘R”/r, to be a flat Riemannian space and also 
allows the pairs (y, U) to be thought of as points in the tangent bundle of 
I?“/r,,. If these assumptions apply and (A, B, C) is reducible to P/T, then 
we say it is orthogonally reducible to ‘R”/r,,. One last piece of terminology: a 
symmetric transfer function G(s) is said to be positive-real if its poles are in 
Re(s) < 0, for all real co, G(iw) + G*(io) is nonnegative definite, and the 
poles on the imaginary axis are simple with residue matrix having a 
nonnegative definite Hermetian part. The following is the appropriate analog 
of a well-known result in system theory [5]. 
LEMMA 2. Consider a minimal system in R” 
x=Ax+Bu; y=cx. 
Suppose it is orthogonally reducible to F?“/I, and let I, be the corresponding 
group acting on R”. Then there exists a nonnegative quadratic function X’QX 
which is invariant with respect to I, and satisfies 
;x'Qx < (9, u) 
tf and only tf sC(Is - A)- ‘B is positive real. 
Proof. Let r,, = {(Pi,pi)} and let r, = {(Ni, n,)}. Thus we have 
N,AN; ‘ = A; N,B = BM, ; CN;’ = P,C 
with P, orthogonal and Mi = P[. Also, 
Cn, =pi; An, = 0. 
If x’Qx is to be invariant then x’Qx = (Nix + ni)’ Q(Nix + ni). Thus 
Qni = 0 and N[QNi = Q are the conditions for x’Qx to be invariant. 
Of course, positive realness is a necessary condition for the existence of Q. 
Without the invariance conditions it would be sufficient and so positive 
realness implies the existence of a Q > 0 such that 
A’Q+QA QB-A’C’ 
B’Q - CA -4CB 1 Q 0. 
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But given any such Q we can “average over the group” to get an invariant 
one. This argument goes as follows. Notice that if Q = iVfQNi then we have 
the congruence 
AQ+QA QB-AT’ 1 -4CB * 
Hence, by averaging over the (necessarily finite) group {Ni} we see that 
Q=$(N;QN~ +N;QN,+ -.. + N;QN,) 
is also a suitable Q and of course N;QAri = Q. 
What remains is to show that Qni = 0. For all u we have the inequality 
[nj, u’] 
A’Q+QA 
B’Q - CA 
QB-A’C’ n, <o 
4CB I[ 1 u ”
Since nI(A’+Q+QA)n,.=O and (A’Q+QA)<O, we must have 
A’Qn, = 0. Given this observation we see that the above inequality implies 
B’Qn, = 0 since Ani = 0. However, dim span(B, AB,..., A”-‘B) = 0 so 
B’Qn, = 0 and A’Qn, = 0 imply that Qni = 0. 
The point of view developed here will now be applied to study the 
problems in differential equation theory mentioned earlier. We begin.with an 
application concerning a closed vector field on IRnPp x flp. In this theorem r 
refers to the group of euclidean transformations x w  x + C ai& with ai E Z 
and tl, t2 ,..., <, linearly independent vectors in R”. 
THEOREM 3. Let f: Rp + Rp have a symmetric Jacobian and suppose 
that f(x + &) =f(x) for i = 1,2,..., p. Suppose that (A, B, B’) is a minimal 
triple which can be orthogonally reduced to R”/T and consider 
i = Ax + Bf(B’x). 
IfA=A’<Oandif 
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then ali so&ions approach an equilibrium point as t goes to infinity provided 
that there exists an E > 0 such that 
for all noncontractable curves y on W/T. 
Remark. Note that the period condition need only be checked for curves 
on the p-torus JFP’/r and not for all curves in lF?“/T: Also, R, is automatically 
positive definite. The transfer functions which are admitted in this theorem 
are exactly the p-poti RC-network driving point impedances. 
ProojI Because (A, B, B’) can be reduced modulo r we see that A& = 0 
for i = 1,2,...,p and because the system is minimal with the range space of B 
having dimension at most p we see that dim Ker A =p = dim range B. 
Because the remaining eigenvalues of A are negative we see that if we regard 
the equation as being defined on iRn/f then all solutions are bounded and we 
are in a position to apply the corollary to Theorem 1. The desired conclusion 
thus follows if 




Since A = A’ there exists an orthogonal change of coordinates so that A is 
diagonal with its last p diagonal entries zero. Clearly in such a coordinate 
system 
IlAx + W(~‘x>ll 2 ll~~f(~‘~)ll s+ ~~llf(B~~)ll, 
where B, denotes the p x p matrix consisting of the last p rows of B. It is not 
too hard to see that R, = R;B,. Letting B’x = y we see that 
(&,,,,B’B)[(dx,)* t (dxJ* + I-- + (dx,)*] 2 t&J* t .-. + (dy,)* 
and so the period inequality is satisfied if 
thus completing the proof. 
Of course, Lemma 2 could be applied in the proof of Theorem 2 but its 
use in that case is not especially convincing. Our final theorem makes use of 
Lemma 2 and the properties of the appropriate transfer function to obtain an 
easily tested criterion for convergence for a class of systems defined on 
R”-’ x 3’. 
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THEOREM 4. Let f: R ’ + R’ be periodic of period 1. Suppose that 
det A = 0 and that (A, b, c) is a minimal triple. Then every solution of 
i = Ax + bf(cx) 
goes to an equilibrium point as t goes to infinity provided that 
c(Is-A)-lb=;+ a+ 
(s $#-’ 
with n(s)/sd(s) positive real and 
(1 + 24 j’ Iftyjl dy > 2 d- / j)W dy / . 
0 
Proof. The hypothesis implies that zero is an eigenvalue of A and that all 
other eigenvalues of A have negative real parts. By considering the equation 
as being defined on R n-’ x S’ we can show that all trajectories are 
bounded. Some algebraic manipulation shows that under the given 
hypothesis the differential equation can be written as 
i = (F - agh)z - (1 - ah’g)f(h’z + y), 
j = --@(h/z + y) 
with sh’(ls - A)-‘y being positive real. Lemma 2 (now in the case where r 
is trivial) applied to the first of these equations implies that there exists 
Q = Q’ > 0 such that 
F’Q+QF 
g’Q - hF 
Qg-F’h’ <o 
4h’g ’ * 1 





’ a(h’i -t 3)’ + p( 1 + a)f*(h’z + y) dt. 
0 
Again here, as in the proof of Theorem 2, we make use of the inequality 
a (iI + b/Ii/ > 2 @to conclude that 
505/44/2-k! 
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As in the proof of the corollary of Theorem 2, the fact that x,(S’) has a 
single generator lets us pass from this inequality to one applying to all y 
belonging to a,(S’). This puts us in a position to apply Theorem 1 to 
complete the proof. 
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